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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0petISSION

--REGION III-
,

Reports No. 50-373/84-30(DRS);:50-374/84-34(DRS)

Docket Nos. 50-373; 50-374- Licenses No. NPF-11 NPF-18

sLicensee: Commonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago,-Illinois 60690

Facility Name: ~LaSalle County Station, Units 1 & 2

' Inspection At: LaSalle Site, Marseilles, Illinois

Inspection Co.iducted: November 6 through 16, 1984

.

Inspectors: . DI L nk n2/4/&4
Date

L
0A1./ M

P. esches p /O' b'.

Date

Approved By- . A. Ring, g f f ,

Test Prog Section Date '

Inspection Summary

Inspection on November 6 through 16, 1984 (Reports No. 50-373/84-50(DRS);
50-374/84-34(DRS))-
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection of startup test results
review and followup of previously opened items. The inspection involved a
total of 85'inspectoi-hours onsite by two inspectors and includes 12
inspector-hours during off-shifts. In addition, 20 inspector-hours were
also spent offsite.
Results: Of the two areas inspected no items of noncompliance or deviations
were identified in one. Within the remaining area one item of noncompliance
was identified (failure to adhere to a written procedure - Paragraph 3).
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

*G. J. Diederich, LaSalle Station Superintendent
*R. D. Bishop, Administrative and Support Services Assistant

Superintendent
*W. R. Huntington, Technical Staff Supervisor
*M. G. Santic, Lead Nuclear Engineer
*J. A. Allman, QA Engineer

The inspectors also interviewed other licensee employees including
members of quality assurance, technical and operating staff.

* Denotes persons attending the exit meeting of November 16, 1984.

2. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Firdings

(Closed) Open Item (373/83-54-04(DE)): Licensee to submit FSAR change to
update SRV capacity determination methods. The inspector confirmed that
Amendment 64 to the FSAR, Table 14.2-123, included the acceptance criteria
that steam flow through each relief valve, as determined by the initial
and final bypass valve positions, shall not be less than 10% below the
average of all valve position responses. The inspector has no further
concerns in this area.

(Closed)'Open Item (374/84-11-01(DRS)): Correct data for DG, Division 2,
test 3, voltage dip. The inspector reviewed Supplement #1 to PT-AP-203
which corrected the voltage dip data. Supplement #1 was reviewed and
approved in the same manner as the preoperational test results and was
included with the approved test package. The inspector has no further
concerns in this area.

(Closed) Noncompliance (374/84-14-01(DRS)): Failure to test two safety-
related relays in the SRV low-low setpoint logic after replacement. The
inspector reviewed LST 84-108 which tested the subject relays. The test
results indicated that the relays performed as required. The inspector
has no further concern in this area.

(Closed) Open Item (373/83-54-03(DE)): Licensee to review STP-29 results
against FSAR Appendix G and update as necessary. The licensee has deter-
mined that no changes to FSAR, Appendix G, are required. This conclusion
has been concurred in by Commonwealth Edison's Project Engineering
Department. The inspector has reviewed this and has no further concerns
in this area.

No iters of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

3. Review of Unit 2 Startup Test Results

The inspectors reviewed the resuit; cf the following tests, performed at
the indicated test conditions, and determined that all test changes were
processed in accordance with the Technical Specifications and the Startup
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Manual; . test defic'iencies were processed and corrected as required; data'

sheets wereLcomplete-and deficiencies noted; results were evaluated and
met-the acceptance criteria; and the results were reviewed and approved
by station and corporate management as required, unless otherwise noted:7- 7 ,

a. ESTP 5-2,_ Control. Rod Drive System (test conditions Open Vessel,
Heatup, 3, and 6)'

.

LDuring the performance of -STP 5-2, test condition heatup,' the -
differential pressure (AP) variation during the continuous friction
test on controlirod drive (CRD) 34-35 exceed the acceptance criteria
of~15 psid by 25 psid. The licensee sent-the friction traces to
General . Electric (GE), San Jose, for evaluation. GE determined that
more information was required in order to complete the evaluation
but'also stated that power accension to the next test condition was

-acceptable since the CRD could be scrammed and the scram times were
within the technical specification limits. -The licensee reperformed
the continuous friction test on CR0 34-35.using special test proce-
dure LST 84-161. The test was performed with the reactor at
approximately 951 psig and while-at approximately 23% power. The
results of tha first attempt produced a AP of 22 psid and the
results of the second attempt a AP of 14 psid. The licensee could
not account for the variation. The test results also indicated that
the AP increase occurred in the same location each time - between

| notch positions 08 and 18. Subsequently the licensee performed
i single-notch friction tests on the CRD to obtain more detailed data
; on its performance. For each of the single-notch friction traces

l' the settling pressure was greater than 30 psid and the differential
i pressure variation was less than 10 psid over the entire stroke.

These are within the acceptance criteria for this test. All of the.

| traces taken during the test were sent to GE, San Jose, for evalua-
tion. GE determined upon review of the data that the drive's<

. response was acceptable and that no further action was necessary.
| The inspector agrees with this conclusion.
I
,

During the review of STP 5-2 the inspector noted that Revision 2 was
! approved on December 21, 1983, as a minor test change per LaSalle
! Startup Manual (SUM) procedure LSU 500-2, " Changes to Test Procedures

|
During Testing". Testing per this procedure started on January 12,

j. 1984. LaSalle SUM. procedure LSU 400-3, " Drafting, Review, and
i Approval of Test Procedures", step F.10, requires that prior to the
h start of the test, that all procedure changes be offsite and onsite

reviewed utilizing Q.P. 11-2.1 as the procedure change form. Minor
procedure changes, per LSU 500-2, do not require offsite review, and

; for older changes (due to a change to the SUM) the onsite review is
; significantly less. The inspector reviewed the change and concluded
L that the failure to follow the SUM did not effect the outcome of the
i test. The failure to follow the SUM is considered to be an example

of an item of noncompliance (374/84-34-01A(DRS)). Subsequent to the
inspector identifying this violation to the licensee, the LaSalle
Technical Staff Supervisor issued a letter, dated November 15, 1984,
to all Technical Staff members. The letter identified the violation
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of the SUM and was intended as a reminder that all station proce-
dures must-be complied with. . It should also be noted that the test
program at LaSalle has now been completed for both units. Based on

n the above the inspector considers that no further action on the
licensee's part is required and that no response to this item of
noncompliance is required.

b. STP 19-2, Core Performance (test conditions 3, 4, 5, and 6)

During the review of STP 19-2 the inspector noted that Revision 2 was
approved on December 29,~1983, as a minor test change per LSU 500-2.
Testing per this procedure started on May 8, 1984. As noted in
paragraph 3.a. above, LSU 400-3 requires that all procedure changes
be offsite and onsite reviewed utilizing Q.P. 11-2.1 as the proce-
dure change form. LSU 500-2 does not become applicable until after
testing starts. The inspector reviewed the change and concluded that
the failure to follow the SUM did not effect the outcome of the test.
The failure to follow the SUM is considered to be an example of an

i item of noncompliance (374/84-34-016(DRS)). This is a no-response
item of noncompliance as noted in paragraph 3.a.

c. STP 27-2, Turbine Stop Valve and Generator Load Reject (test
conditions 2, 3, and 6)

During the review of STP 27-2 the inspector noted that Revision 2
was approved on May 11, 1984, and Revision 3 on May 16, 1984, as
minor test changes per LSU 500-2. Testing per this procedure started
on May 17, 1984. As noted in paragraph 3.a above, LSU 400-3 requires
that all procedure changes be offsite and onsite reviewed utilizing
Q.P. 11-2.1 as the procedure change form. LSU 500-2 does not become
applicable until after testing starts. The inspector reviewed the
changes and concluded that the failure to follow the SUM did not
effect the outcome of the test. The failure to follow the SUM is
considered to be an example of an item of noncompliance
(374/84-34-01C(DRS)). This is a no-response item of noncompliance
as noted in paragraph 3.a.

d. STP 30-2, Recirculation System (test conditions 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6)

During the review of STP 30-2 the inspector noted that Revision 2
was approved on March 20, 1984, and Revision 3 on May 16, 1984, as
minor test changes per LSU 500-2. Testing per this procedure
started on May 28, 1984. As noted in paragraph 3.a. above, LSU
400-3 requires that all procedure changes be offsite and onsite
reviewed utilizing Q.P. 11-2.1 as the procedure change form. LSU
500-2 does not become applicable until after testing starts. The
inspector reviewed the changes and concluded that the failure to
follow the SUM did not effect the outcome of the test. The failure

| to follow the SUM is considered to be an example of an item of
i noncompliance (374/84-34-01D(DRS)). This is a no-response item of

j noncompliance as noted in paragraph 3.a.
,
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e. STP 31-2, Loss of Turbine Generator and Offsite Power (test
condition 2)

During the performance of STP 31-2, the licensee failed to meet the
acceptance criterion that all safety systems should function as
designed. Primary Containment Isolation System (PCIS) valves
2B33-F019 and'2833-F020 failed to indicate full cicsedyafter a PCIS
initiation signal. The deficiency was identified by the licensee on
June 8, 1984, and work requests were written to correct the problem.
The outboard valve (2833-F020) was cycled and its limit switch was
found to be loose. The loose limit swi.ch was adjusted to give
proper light indication. The inboard valve (2833-F019) was reposi-
tioned, the solenoid was vented, and the valve was cycled. The work
requests were completed on June 9,1984, and the deficiency was
cleared. All other safety systems performed as expected with no
manual operations needed.

During the review of STP 31-2 the inspector noted that Revision 2
was approved on March 20, 1984, and Revision 3 on May 21, 1984, as
minor test changes per LSU 500-2. Testing per this procedure
started on June 8, 1984. As noted in paragraph 3.a above, LSU 400-3
requires that all procedure changes be offsite and onsite reviewed
utilizing Q.P. 11-2.1 as the procedure change form. LSU 500-2 does
not become applicable until after testing starts. The inspector
reviewed the changes and concluded that the failure to follow the
SUM did not effect the outcome of the test. The failure to follow
the SUM is considered to be an example of an item of noncompliance
(374/84-34-01E(DRS)). This is a no-response item of noncompliance
as noted in paragraph 3.a.

No additional items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

4. Exit Interview

The inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph 1)
on November 16,'1984. The inspectors summarized the scope and findings
of the inspection. The licensee acknowledged the *,tatements by the
inspectors with respect to the item of noncompliance.
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